Abstract. In this paper we consider the numerical solution of PDEs with blow-up for which scaling invariance plays a natural role in describing the underlying solution structures. It is a challenging numerical problem to capture the qualitative behaviour in the blow-up region, and the use of nonuniform meshes is essential. We consider moving mesh methods for which the mesh is determined using so-called moving mesh partial di erential equations (MMPDEs). Speci cally, the underlying PDE and the MMPDE are solved for the blow-up solution and the computational mesh simultaneously. Motivated by the desire for the MMPDE to preserve the scaling invariance of the underlying problem, we study the e ect of di erent choices of MMPDEs and monitor functions. It is shown that for suitable ones the MMPDE solution evolves towards a (moving) mesh which close to the blow-up point automatically places the mesh points in such a manner that the ignition kernel, which is well known to be a natural coordinate in describing the behavior of blow-up, approaches a constant as t ! T (the blow-up time). Several numerical examples are given to verify the theory for these MMPDE methods and to illustrate their e cacy.
1. Introduction. Many mathematical idealizations of physical models have the property that they develop singularities in a nite time T . Examples are the blowup of the solutions of models describing combustion in chemicals or chemotaxis in cellular aggregates and the formation of shocks in the inviscid Burgers' equation and the space-charge equations. Such a singularity often represents an important change in the properties of the model, such as the ignition of a heated gas mixture, and it is important that it should be accurately reproduced by a numerical computation.
When a singularity forms, changes occur on increasingly small length scales and, as the time T is approached, on increasingly smaller time-scales. If a numerical method with a xed mesh is used to reproduce such behaviour then its accuracy will diminish signi cantly when the length scale of the singularity approaches the spacing between mesh points. In some cases this will lead to numerical solutions which di er qualitatively from the underlying analytic solution. Indeed, examples can be found where a computation on a xed mesh misses the blow-up entirely, or where the numerical solution blows up over the whole region even though the analytic solution develops a singularity at a single point AB94] .
To compute such singular behaviour accurately, it is essential to use a numerical method which adapts the spatial mesh as the singularity develops. Ideally, the numerical method will reproduce the singularity su ciently accurately as t ! T to mimic the asymptotic behaviour of the solution. A feature of a wide class of PDEs (partial di erential equations) which makes this feasible is that the spatial structure of the singularity evolves in a fairly simple manner { often independent of any local structure in the initial conditions. Provided that the adaptive method can reproduce this simple asymptotic behaviour, there is reason to hope that a numerical scheme can be designed to perform accurately for all times t < T .
One class of problems which have this feature are the semilinear parabolic equations describing the blow-up of the temperature of a reacting medium, such as a burning gas. The simplest equations describing such blow-up have the form u t = u xx + f(u); u(0; t) = u(1; t) = 0; u(0; x) = u 0 (x) (1.1) where f(u) is any convex function of u such that f(u) ! 1 as u ! 1. In this paper we shall consider the cases of f(u) = u p , f(u) = e u , and slightly more general problems. It is well known FM85] that if u 0 (x) is \su ciently large" and has a single non-degenerate maximum, then there is a blow-up time T < 1 and a unique blow-up point x such that u(x ; t) ! 1 as t ! T (1.2) and u(x; t) ! u(x; T ) < 1 if x 6 = x :
(1.3) (If t > T the solution becomes in nite everywhere.) Close to x , the solution u(x; t) develops an isolated peak which becomes narrower, tending to zero width, as t ! T .
A derivation and general study of these systems is given in BE89]
The computation of the solutions of (1.1) is important for several reasons. Firstly, although very simple, the formation of the singularities in this problem is typical of that of a wide class of PDEs modelling many di ering physical phenomena. Secondly, a great deal is known about the analytic structure of the solutions of (1.1) for t close to T and x close to x , and thus they make excellent problems for testing the performance of and verifying the analysis for the numerical methods used in their solution. Thirdly, having numerical methods which are faithful to the underlying asymptotics of the PDEs raises the possibility of solving very di cult problems for which the analytic structure is unknown, and then using the resulting numerical solutions to lend insight into this structure. Of course this can in turn motivate derivation of further theoretical results.
Existing adaptive numerical methods for solving (1.1) are described in Cho81], LPSS86], BK88], Ber89] and BDS93]. These are either based upon closely exploiting the known analytic structure of the singularity or on an adaptive procedure which requires an increasingly larger number of mesh points to model the developing singularity as t ! T . In contrast, we shall describe here an elegant set of methods for solving (1.1) which use the dynamic gridding algorithms described in HRR94b]. These MMPDE (moving mesh PDE) methods are based upon equidistributing a monitor function, say M(u; u x ; u xx ), which relies on no a priori knowledge of the solution to the PDE u, although an analysis of scaling properties of the PDE does lead to certain optimal choices of M. We shall show that these methods have the signi cant property that they reproduce the dynamical nature of the development of the singularity. In particular, there is a natural rescaling of the spatial coordinate close to the singularity which is automatically captured by the moving mesh method.
The asymptotic scaling of the singularity was rst observed formally by Dol85]. A full proof is given in BB92]. They showed that for x close to x and t close to T there was a natural spatial coordinate, the so-called ignition kernel , where (x; t) = (x ? x ) (T ? t)jlog(T ? t)j] ? 1 2 :
(1.4)
In BK88] the original PDE is recast in terms of the closely related \ similarity " variable = log 1 2 (T ? t) (1.5) which is derived from a scaling invariance of the original PDE, and the resulting scaled PDE is then solved by using a static regridding algorithm. In contrast, we show that the MMPDE solution evolves towards a (moving) mesh which close to the singularity automatically places the mesh points x i (t) in such a manner that (x i ; t) approaches a constant as t ! T . In this way, the MMPDE methods naturally inherit the correct spatial structure of the singularity.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the blow-up problems and describe the asymptotic form of solutions close to blow-up. In section 3 we introduce the MMPDE method for determining the mesh coordinate transformation used to solve these problems. Motivated by the desire to preserve scaling invariance, we consider the e ect of di erent choices of the MMPDE and monitor function M. In section 4 we show that in fact the \approximate" similarity solution behaviour of (1.1) is preserved by suitable choices of M, using techniques for the discrete analysis which mimic the previous analyses for the continuous case. In section 5 we give numerical examples to verify the theory for these MMPDE methods and illustrate their e cacy. Finally, in section 6 we state some conclusions and brie y discuss a more general framework under current investigation.
2. Structure of Blow-up Solutions for PDEs. We now consider the form of the solutions of the semilinear parabolic PDE u t = u xx + u p ; p > 1 u(0; t) = u(1; t) = 0; u(0; x) = u 0 (x) > 0: (2.1) As well as looking at the asymptotic form of the solutions close to blow-up we also consider some of the underlying principles which lead to these solutions. These principles can then be used as a guide to the numerical method and also to study other related equations.
It has been shown by several authors, e.g. FM85] , that if u 0 (x)) is su ciently large, positive and has a single non-degenerate maximum, then (1.2) and (1.3) hold. The point x and the time T depend subtlely upon u 0 (x) but, remarkably, the solution u(x; t) itself is almost independent of u 0 provided that x and t are close to x and T , respectively. The blow-up pro le takes the form of an isolated spike of increasingly narrow width and has been studied by Dol85] and BK88]. The behaviour of this spike may be described as follows: We observe that the expressions (2.3) and (2.4) coincide if we set to be large. The expression (2.3) describes the evolution of the blow-up peak in terms of the \ignition kernel" . This variable was rst identi ed by Dol85] , and is a natural variable to describe the spatial structure of blow-up. A remarkable feature of the numerical methods we shall describe is that close to x the moving mesh is placed precisely at those points for which is constant.
The starting point for deriving these expressions is a natural scaling invariance of the solutions of (2.1) (in the absence of boundary conditions). In particular, the equation is invariant under the scaling for any positive . A similarity solution of (2.1) is any solution which is invariant under this scaling. Many interesting PDEs, including problems leading to blow-up (see below), have a scaling invariance similar to (2.5).
Motivated by (2.5) we recast (2.1) in terms of similarity variables w(s; y); y, and s de ned by The latter condition is necessary to match the boundary conditions satis ed by the solutions of the unscaled problem.
A similarity solution of the original PDE is a steady state (i.e. s independent) solution of (2.7) which also satis es (2.8). These solutions were originally proposed as solutions of (2.1), but in fact, the only bounded, non-zero steady state solution of (2.7) is w(s; y) = (2.9) which fails to satisfy (2.8). However, if we consider a set of points x(t) such that y(x; t) is xed, then by using energy arguments Giga and Kohn GK85] show that (T ? t) u(x; t) ! (2.10) so that the function (2.9) is an attractor for solutions of (2.7) over compact sets in y.
To calculate a solution of (2.7) which corresponds to a solution of (2. The derivation given here is formal and is closely related to an analysis of the behaviour of the numerical scheme described in section 4. A more precise derivation of the result (2.3) describing the shape of the blow-up peak follows from a centremanifold reduction of the solutions of (2.7) and is given in BB92], FK92], HV93]. These papers also give a rigorous derivation of (2.4) although this equation follows formally from taking the large limit of (2.3) and matching to a steady state solution.
A useful conclusion from (2.3) is the natural relationship between the various scalings involved in the solution of the blow-up problem. In particular, if we consider = (T ? t) to be the local \timescale" for blow-up, then the corresponding scale for u is U (2.25) The behaviour of the nonlinear Schr odinger equation is less well understood, but it is invariant under various scalings. In particular, it has a natural set of similarity variables given by In LPSS86] extensive use is made of this rescaling in calculating the solution of (2.23) numerically. Self-similar solutions arise when L(t) = (T ? t) 1=2 , as in the previous problems, and numerical evidence for the existence of such solutions has been obtained.
It is clear from this brief discussion that the scaling invariance of (2.1) and (2.20)-(2.23) plays a key role in determining the dynamical solution behaviour. This strongly implies that numerical methods which respect this invariance should be more e ective in reproducing this dynamics than those which do not. Such methods must necessarily employ moving meshes to allow for rescalings in both space and in the solution. We now consider these. assures that the mesh transformation is well-de ned for xed t, and the discrete analogue is that mesh crossing does not occur. For the MMPDE approach, a new partial di erential equation for x( ; t) called the moving mesh PDE is solved simultaneously with the original PDE for u(x; t). The underlying strategy for determining x( ; t) is to require equidistribution of a positive monitor function, say M(u; u x ; u xx ), so that A mesh (or a coordinate transformation) is said to be equidistributed when (3.4) holds. It is convenient in practice not to enforce exact equidistribution upon a mesh but to instead solve an MMPDE for which it tends toward an equidistributed state. This has the advantages that a simple initial mesh (such as a uniform one) can be used, the process produces stable meshes with less risk of mesh crossing than if (3.3) were enforced, and combined with a smoothing approach it reduces the problem (associated, for example, with the schemes proposed in LPSS86]) of placing so many points close to the developing singularity that resolution is lost elsewhere. Of the various MMPDEs proposed in HRR94a], we consider the two labeled MMPDE4 and MMPDE6. These are, respectively,
Here, _ x denotes @x @t j xed and is a small parameter which acts to relax the mesh to the equidistributed state. Note that MMPDE6 is the second derivative with respect to of the integro-di erential equation (3.5)
It is worth remarking that many previous moving mesh equations can be regarded as variants of or discrete approximations of these MMPDEs, e.g. HL89] for MMPDE6 (see HRR94a] and HRR94a]). If we apply moving mesh PDE methods to solve a PDE with an underlying scaling invariance, then as the underlying PDE and the MMPDE are solved simultaneously to determine both the solution u and the mesh x, it is desirable that the scaling invariance of the underlying PDE be preserved. For (2.1) this requires that MMPDE4 or MMPDE6 should be invariant under the scaling (2.5). The parameter and the monitor function M can indeed be suitably chosen to meet this requirement.
Assuming that the solution u(x; t) to (2.1) is positive for x 2 (0; 1) and t 0, MMPDE6 can be made invariant under the scaling (2.5) if is taken as a dimensionless constant and M(u) = u p?1 : (3.6) However, regardless of the choice of M, cannot be constant if MMPDE4 is to be invariant under (2.5) (although we can obtain an invariance if is chosen adaptively).
This di erence between MMPDE6 and MMPDE4 becomes important when we consider the timescales under which the mesh adapts to follow the structure of the solution. An inspection of MMPDE4 and MMPDE6 shows that each has a natural timescale T mesh for adapting the mesh towards an equidistributed mesh. For MM-PDE4 T mesh = O( ) and for MMPDE6 T mesh = O( M ). If T mesh is signi cantly greater than the natural timescale for the evolution of the solution structure, then the mesh cannot adapt rapidly enough to follow the solution structure and is to all intents and purposes xed. As we showed in Section 2, the natural timescale for the evolution of the blow-up peak is O(T ? t). Hence, if T ? t << (3.7) then MMPDE4 will not be able to evolve the mesh rapidly enough to follow the evolution of the peak. In contrast, if we look at MMPDE6 with M as in (3.6), then factor smaller than the natural timescale of the underlying problem, and MMPDE6 will continue to evolve the mesh for t close to T . This is a direct consequence of the scaling invariance of MMPDE6 under this choice of monitor function. Other choices of monitor function (for example arc-length) do not share this property, and we will study this in more detail in Section 4. For the numerical computation, PDE (2.1) is transformed in terms of the computational coordinate and discretized by central nite di erences on a uniform mesh in the computational domain. That is, (2.1) is rst transformed into the quasiLagrangian form ( 4. Analysis of the Solutions of the Moving Mesh Equations. We now analyze the solution behaviour for the discretization of problem (2.1), using the discrete version of MMPDE6 together with the monitor function given by (3.6). The analysis will be in two parts. Firstly, we shall solve MMPDE6 exactly assuming that u(x; t) is as described in Section 2. This will, in e ect, determine the \optimum" mesh for such a problem. Secondly, we shall analyze the solutions of the coupled nite di erence equations (3.9) and (3.12), assuming exact time integration, and compare the solutions with those obtained in the continuous case. Because the function u(x; t) has a sharp peak, the integral above is asymptotically dominated by the contribution from the peak. It follows from (3.6) and (2.3) that within the blow-up region M has the asymptotic form where (x; t) is de ned in (2.2). If we take to be a small ( xed) positive value, we then have that where we have assumed that z = 0 when = , i.e., blow-up occurs at the point x = x( ; T ). Equation (4.12) describes the distribution of the mesh points within the peak, and the boundary conditions (4.2) determine . From (4.9) these two conditions correspond in the limit of large jzj, i.e. z ! ?1; as ! 0 z ! +1; as ! 1 (4.13) implying = 1=2: (4.14) Our choice of M implies that the terms of order will be consistently small inside the blow-up peak.
Combining these results, we deduce that the mesh function x is given by Finally we note that the above analysis is general and can also be applied to MMPDE4. Since the argument is quite similar, we omit it here but refer the reader to the discussion in Section 3.
The Analysis of the Discrete Equations. We now turn our attention to
an analysis of the discretizations (3.9) and (3.12) of the PDEs for blow-up and mesh evolution. We show that these equations admit a discrete solution which evolves in an \approximately self-similar" manner very closely related to that of the solution described in Section 2. Although we do not prove that this discrete solution is an attractor, the numerical calculations given in Section 5 strongly imply that it is, and the asymptotic predictions of this section agree with the observations in Section 5. (We emphasize at this point that the numerical solution may have a slightly di erent blowup time from the analytical solution. However, as we are interested in the dynamics close to blow-up rather than the blow-up time itself we shall treat the blow-up time of the analytic and numerical methods as the same.)
Since the discrete equations have the same scaling invariance as the continuous ones, it is reasonable to consider a discrete solution in terms of similarity variables closely related to those in (2.6), namely The equation (4.30) is essentially a discretization of (2.7) on the nonuniform mesh fy i g and must also satisfy a discrete form of the boundary conditions (2.8). Like (2.7) it also posseses discrete \similarity solutions" for which both w i and y i are independent of time, and these solutions satisfy a discretisation of the steady state of (2.7). However, this latter equation has only one solution which does not grow exponentially with y, and that is the constant solution, which does not satisfy the boundary conditions. (We note that w i is also a solution of (4.30).) Provided that the mesh fy i g is su ciently ne we will expect that the (non-constant) discrete solutions of the steady state of (4.30) should approximate their continuous counterparts and also grow rapidly with i. Such solutions will not then match the boundary conditions. We can conclude from this reasoning that (4.30) is unlikely to have a steady state solution and that we should instead seek a solution which, like its analytical counterpart, is approximately self-similar rather than self-similar. We can compute these as in Section 2 by setting This is a centred di erence discretization of (2.14), and hence, provided the mesh fz i g is su ciently regular, where i is a small error which decreases with the number of mesh points. As before, the form of g for large s can be derived from formal scaling arguments which give Choosing appropriately and using (4.34), this is a centred di erence discretization of (4.12), and hence z i is a discrete approximation to z( ) given in (4.2).
We conclude that the discrete form of the PDE coupled with MMPDE6 admits an approximately self-similar solution for which both the mesh x i and the function u i are consistent approximations to the mesh x( ; t) and function u( ; t) calculated in Section 4.1. Provided that this solution is (like its analytic counterpart) an attractor for a wide class of initial data, then the numerical method given will faithfully reproduce the dynamics of the blow-up peak for all times up to the blow-up time. In particular, the asymptotic estimates given in Section 4.1 will be reproduced in the numerical calculations. It is di cult to analyse analytically whether the solution is an attractor and we do not attempt it here.
5. Numerical Examples. We now present some numerical calculations for several blow-up problems using MMPDE4 and MMPDE6. The calculations for problem (2.1) the analysis of Sections 3 and 4 and also illustrate the e ect of smoothing the monitor function M. For these calculations we take u 0 (x) = 20 sin( x).
After spatial discretization, the resulting ODE systems are solved using the double precision version of the sti ODE solver DASSL Pet82]. The time integration uses the backward di erentiation formulas (BDF), wherein an approximate Jacobian is computed by DASSL internally using nite di erences. The relative and absolute local time stepping error tolerances (in a root-mean-square norm) are chosen as rtol = 10 ?8 and atol = 10 ?8 , respectively. Unless stated otherwise, we use a uniform mesh (in x) initially with N = 40 and take = 10 ?5 . As pointed out in HRR94a] and HRR94b], the choice of value for the time correction parameter is not critical and can generally be xed to be a small positive value.
5.1. Calculations Using MMPDE4. The analysis in Section 3 indicates that MMPDE4 ceases to evolve the mesh when the time-scale of the blow-up is less than , i.e., when (T ? t) < :
(5.1) Since u(x ; t) (T ? t) ? , the mesh ceases to evolve when u(x ; t) > ? ;
(5.2) after which MMPDE4 gives a non-uniform but essentially xed mesh. The results of AB94] show that if p > 2, u i will blow-up at only one point and if p = 2 it will blow-up at three points, but the blow-up is asymptotically dominated by the growth at one point.
To con rm these results we integrate (2.1) when p = 2 coupled with MMPDE4 using the monitor function given by (3.6). Blow-up occurs at T = 0:082291 and x = 1 2 so that the maximum value occurs at u 20 . In Figure 1a and is then xed. The results of Figure 1a show convergence of the normalized solution to a delta function, demonstrating that, e ectively, it is only u 20 which is blowing up. In Figure  1c we plot the approximation for u(x; t) when u 20 = 10 11 and compare it with the asymptotic function u(x; t) given in (2.3). It is clear that it approximates the limiting asymptotic function rather well (apart from at the blow-up point), showing that the mesh generated by MMPDE4 leads to an accurate approximation to u(x; t) away from the point of blow-up and the behaviour of u(x; T ) is well approximated in this range. Indeed, at the point when MMPDE4 ceases to evolve the mesh the mesh point nearest 1 2 is given by
where is the mesh spacing in the computational domain. Thus MMPDE4 gives an accurate picture of the evolution of the solution in the region 0; ). The gure clearly shows that this is the case, and we estimate to be 7.
Thus MMPDE6 accurately reproduces the evolution of the peak pro le; however, . Thus, the mesh points are concentrated in the blow-up region, so that the solution away from the peak is poorly resolved. If smoothing as described in Section 3 is introduced, the resulting form of ui u20 for the same value of u max is given in Figure 3a . In this case, the blow-up is slightly delayed to T = 0:082319. Now, the scaled discrete solution f ui u20 g no longer approaches a constant curve, but instead, slowly approaches the delta function which would be obtained using a uniform mesh. This is because smoothing tends to place fewer points in the peak and more points away from the peak. Nevertheless, we see from Figure 3b that the mesh points close to the peak evolve in a manner similar to those in Figure  2b . Hence, whilst these points are close to the blow-up point, the analysis of Section 4 still applies and the value of u i will be close to u(x i ; t). Thus, although smoothing does not precisely align the mesh along the level curves of the function in (4.16), it still gives an accurate resolution of the structure of the peak. j is used to stretch the length scale close to the peak so that its structure can be seen more easily. The two gures are almost identical, con rming that smoothing does not a ect the accuracy of the resolution of the peak for these values of u (although presumably it would for much larger values). As a further test of the accuracy of the schemes the ) which applies only for the nonsmooth moving mesh case (see Figure 5b ). max and the evolution of the mesh (with smoothing i p = 4) respectively. We see clearly that the mesh ceases to evolve in this case. The value of u max at which this occurs is, in fact, rather smaller than the value predicted above. This is a result of the smoothing we have employed. Computations with the exponential nonlinearity raise similar issues to those discussed earlier, especially with regard to smoothing. For example, if = 0 then a calculation with u 0 (x) = 5 sin( x) and no smoothing is successful when u max < 15 (e umax < 3 10 6 ), giving a close approximation to the asymptotic results, but it becomes unstable for larger values of u. We illustrate this in Figure 7a giving e ui?umax for u max = 10; 11:6, 13:33; 15; 16:6. A graph of the resulting mesh in Figure 7b shows the oscillations in the mesh points at the boundary even more dramatically. In Figures 7c,d we give the corresponding results with smoothing, taking i p = 4.
It is interesting to compare the functions u(x; t) computed in these cases, and in Figures 7e,f we present graphs of e u?umax as a function of the physical coordinate x for u max = 10; 11:6; 13:33; 15; 16:6 for both the unsmoothed and smoothed cases, respectively. These graphs are nearly identical, except that the peak is smoother in Figure 7f . Figure 8 gives the results of the same calculation on a xed, uniform mesh. We conclude again that smoothing greatly improves the method without losing the advantages of mesh adaption.
5.4. Degenerate Parabolic Equations. To show the ability of the MMPDE methods to handle di erent types of blow-up, we conclude this section with the application of the MMPDE methods to a problem that has not been as extensively analyzed as (2.1) or (2.20). We consider the degenerate parabolic problem (1.1)) is that the solution blows up at the boundary x = 0. In contrast to that for non-degenerate problems, the blow-up behaviour for degenerate problems like (5.16) is as yet not well understood.
The results obained with MMPDE6 and smoothing (i p = 2) are shown in Figures   9a-9e . In the computation, we have used u 0 (x) = 4x(1 ? x) and M = u 3=2 , which is chosen so that the extended system consisting of the physical PDE and the MMPDE preserves the underlying scaling invariance of (5.16). The results show the blow-up at the boundary x = 0. Our computation give a blow-up time of T 0:056015, which is close to the value obtained in SF90] with a so-called peak-tracking strategy. The computation required roughly 36.7 seconds CPU time on an SGI R3000 Indigo.
6. Conclusions and Comments. In this paper we have considered PDEs which model blow-up problems for which scaling invariance plays a natural role in describing the underlying solution structures. When one computes the solutions to such problems, adaptive mesh methods are virtually unavoidable. It is useful to interpret such numerical methods as discretizations (on a uniform mesh) of the PDEs rewritten in terms of a computational coordinate transformation. This transformation can in turn be de ned through an MMPDE HRR94b] which is determined by equidistribution with respect to a monitor function M. It is natural to seek a monitor function which preserves the scaling invariance; note that this does not require detailed knowledge of the solution behaviour itself. The scaling invariance is then preserved by the discretization, i.e., by the actual moving mesh method which is implemented. To our knowledge, this is the rst instance in which rigorous analysis has been used to motivate the choice of speci c monitor functions. For the blow-up problems with known detailed solution behaviour, the solutions are only approximate similarity solutions, and quite remarkably, their structure is also preserved by the discrete equations when suitable monitor functions are chosen. As a result, with relatively few mesh points the analytic structure of the blow-up solutions can be accurately computed in a very e cient way. We brie present some computations (without accompanying analysis) for a degenerate parabolic problem whose solution has not been extensively analyzed.
A comparison of our approach for blow-up problems with those of others is outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, we have tried to emphasize the naturalness of our method for automatically picking up the self-similar coordinate and to demonstrate the ease with which these problems can often be solved with little a priori knowledge. This is not to say that the moving mesh methods are without pitfalls, however. It is important to use proper monitor functions, and examples are given where the popular choice of arclength fails to perform adequately. The MMPDEs must also be implemented with care. For example, in Figures 1a,b MMPDE4 with xed fails to give the proper blow-up structure when the solution becomes su ciently large, and the question of whether or not to use mesh smoothing, and if so the judicious choice of one, are issues with no simple resolution. The blow-up problems considered here are part of a larger framework of PDEs having similarity solutions for which MMPDEs with suitable monitor functions preserve the scaling invariance, and we are in the process of developing a theory for such problems.
